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The reinvented business
models and productivity for
scale
Nowadays, businesses are pushed to reinvent their
model, to be innovative and productive in order to stay
competitive and be able to scale. Disruption happens fast
and agility is needed to adapt. A lot of investments are
being made, are they satisfactory?

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

You make huge investments on a yearly basis.
However, the results of those investments are
often unsatisfactory, or the expected results
were bigger than the realized ones.

You like your spending on innovation to lead
to fast ability to response to market changes,
readiness to scale, 24x7 online services and
better product launches.

You desire to have a good control on your
spending's, while driving the innovation
forward and at the same time be compliant
with all regulations.

Azure DevOps Services
The cutting-edge technology services that make the
bridge between your R&D and IT Operations to
bring latest and greatest to developers, while
complying with the IT and Security Compliance
requirements.

Cutting-edge technologies

Automation of Dev Cycle

Developers need to have access to the newest
libraries and frameworks at their hands,
without requesting them and waiting for a
dev environment deployment.

Deployment cycle needs to be fast, QA
performant and all of this should be
automated, in order to have a faster and more
productive development team.

Deployment and Release compliance
All releases need to be compliant with IT
strategy and Security controls, be monitored
24x7 and with full ability to scale.

DevOps Services and Microsoft Azure
Automated Dev Pipeline

Thanks to Microsoft Azure, we can utilize the Public Cloud’s full potential and
bring the value of our Services towards our clients.

We utilize Azure Pipelines, Repos, Test Plans,
Artifacts and Container Services to create a CI/CD
that just works.

Automated Release Cycle
We utilize Azure DevOps tools to automate the
release cycle and implement quality check controls
in the process.

Monitoring and response
IDEAL SOLUTION

We utilize Log Analytics to create transparent
environments, which are easy to manage and
predictable in their behavior.

Develiot’s product launch
Develiot is a startup. As such they were pressed by tight
deadlines to release their platform’s version 1. We
created an automated containerized environment to host
their solution in Azure and saved enormous time and
investment money. Their solution was 1 of the 4 finalists
in Microsoft Partner of the year awards for FY 19 in
category – IoT , among Accenture and others.

Fast Deployment

Controlled spending

Satisfaction

Automated development cycle helped with
fast releases, reaching go-live stage, faster
than ever before.

With the scalability in place, their company
can pay only for their usage, according to
their needs.

“Telelink Business Services’s DevOps
solutions, helped the backbone of our
Platform by providing a great scalability and
availability when we need it, while
significantly reducing the release cycle for
each deployment we have. Thank you!”
Microslav Gechev, CEO, Develiot
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Call for more information: +359 87 9980120
Ask a question via email: Todor.Kostov@tbs.tech
Learn more: https://tbs.tech

